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ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT 
(for 1970) 
D. IUIJ, 
Research Professor of Geology 
A. CORAL RESEARCH, WITH DR. J.S. JELL (Research Fello~) 
-
The delivery of a Scanning Electron Microscope to the Electron 
Microscope Centre has given considerable .impetus to our work on 
the ultrastructure of the coral skeleton. Using skeletons of the 
Recent coral genera ~ and Favi tes v,e have confirmed that the 
longitudinal plates of the coral are each constructed of a radial row 
of contiguous trabeeulae, each trabecula being formed, with brief 
discontinuities, by the external deposition no:i;mal to the surface of 
the ectodem of fine crystallites of ara~onite. The discontinuities 
due to periodic growth are evidenced by alternating finer and denser 
d.eposi t · with looser and larger crystalli tos, but we have yet to 
establish whether the denser, shorter segment is the base, or the top 
of the growth layer. The arrangement in F'JAt,,-j_c! is different from that in 
Favi tos. We are extending our analysis to the transverse skeletal 
structures. 
Dr. Jell has worked mainly on the Devonian Corals of the Broken 
River in North Queensland and of Western Australia. 
B. ANGLO-AMERICAN TREA...'PISE O:H DNERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY (R. Moore, Ed.) 
The typescript on the Phylum Archaeocyatha vm~ completed and sent to 
the Editor, and I discussed it with him during a visit to the u.s.A. in 
August-September • Type is now being set. While on study leave in the 
United Kingdom in J~uy-August, I studied Palaeozoic coral types in the 
British Museum (Natural History) and the· Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge, in 
oonnection with my work on the Palaeozoic coral section of the Treatise 
on which work also proceeded in :Brisbane bofore and after my leave. 
C. INDEX: :FOSSILS OF QUEENS1.AllJ2. The eighth (the Cainozoio) of the ten 
projected parts was published in 1970, and I hope to have oo:ciplete the 
remaining two ( Cambrian and bibliography) this year • 
.. 
D. CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES FOR RESEARCH 
-
Since beoomingPresident of the Professorial Board, I have been able 
to devote only Saturday and one or two other days (of broken time) per 
week to research; and since my excellent Research Fellow, Dr. J.S. Jell, 
has just been appointed a Lecturer in Geology in the University of 
Queensland, I wish to advlse the Board, the Research Cor.ir.iHtee and the 
Senate that I do not request a replacement for Dr. Jell. My tine before 
retirement is now too short (end of 1972) and the time available for 
researoh so little and scrapIJY that the appointnent of a replacement-fellow 
would be a misuse of University funds, particulai·ly in this time of 
stringency. I desire, therefore, at the conclusion of this fruitful 
period of research, to express my deep sense of i:;ratitude to the Board, 
the Research Committee and the Senate for their ve-ry generous support 
for which, I hope, the rcsuJ.ts achieved nay bo considered a justification. 
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